Terms of Reference
Task Description – Community Network Consultant
A Community Networker will build our network of communities to support each other
to navigate the complex planning system and campaign for Equal Rights of Appeal:



to develop our fledgling Community Peer Support Network
to help build grassroots support for our national campaign for Equal Rights of Appeal

Aim:
to have a network of experienced people to support communities who are trying (and struggling)
to engage in the planning system and who are defending their social and physical environments
against damaging, short-termist developments as well as providing feasible alternative visions
for community development.
to develop and coordinate a network of committed individuals who understand planning system
and inequalities communities face to help us campaign for Equal Rights of Appeal in Scotland
The consultant will, working alongside and reporting to the Convenor:
 contact people with experience of planning and who are willing to share that experience
to build a database of these contacts, detailing their area of expertise.
 advertise the network and respond to inquiries for help.
 record the information and learning from individuals and groups to inform our policy work
 produce guides and help sheets and articles for those accessing our forum.
 put experienced people in touch with those seeking help.
 disseminate the learning that can help other local communities to participate in planning
on a more equal basis.
 train and coordinate a number of champions to help us take forward the ERA campaign
in their local areas.
 work with partners who have expressed an interest in the Planning Democracy
community network.
 liaise with external stakeholders when appropriate to further the objectives of the role.
 examine avenues of fund raising for action by the trustees.
If Planning Democracy is successful in securing more funding and engages additional
consultant(s) or staff, the consultant will also:
 coordinate with those staff/consultant(s). If agreed by the Board, some of the above
tasks may be transferred to them.
Required skills
Demonstrable commitment to Planning Democracy's aims and objectives
Ability to work on own initiative
Knowledge of the planning system
Understanding of community perspective on planning issues
Understanding of the strategic contribution of the case studies and experiences to the policy
advocacy papers
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Excellent communication skills
Evaluation and report writing skills
Ability to use IT programmes such as Word, Excel
Ability to update Facebook, Twitter.
Desirable
Research experience of planning issues
Valid driving licence /own car
Reporting and payment
You will report to the committee every 6 weeks, at Board meetings, either in person or by
Skype, keeping the trustees appraised of the progress of the work. Your single point of
contact for support and direction is the Planning Democracy Convenor.
At the end of the project you will provide a written report on the outputs and impact of the
project.
You will be paid £15 per hour invoiced in arrears to the Planning Democracy Treasurer or
agreed Board member.
Completion of the tasks within the Contract is expected to take, on average, 90 hours per
month, usually delivered by undertaking Planning Democracy work three days a week.
The maximum payment for the Contract is £16,200 if 1080 hours are worked, plus
agreed expenses.
Expenses
All expenses must be recorded and receipts kept. These will be invoiced in arrears, unless
agreed by Chair or Board.
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